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PLAN YOUR PARKING. When students move out
for the summer the week of May 7, some parking and
traffic difficulties are anticipated by the Department of
Public Safety.
Faculty and staff are encouraged to be tolerant of the
parking inconveniences which are expected to arise,
particularly from Wednesday, May 9. through Saturday, May 12, the day of commencement

Because of construction at various locations on campus and the subsequent loss of several hundred parking spaces, faculty and staff should think about carpooling or walking to work during the heavy traffic
times to ease congestion, particularly at the west end of
campus.
Lot 11, adjacent to West Hall, \\ill be opened to
students moving out from May 9-11. Faculty and staff

should not park in those spaces, nor in the metered
spaces at McFall Center during those days.
A reminder also is issued that during the week of
May 14, before summer classes begin, all metered
parking will be enforced in Lots 11, 17. 13 and 14.
Tickets will also be issued during that time to anyone
parking in fire lanes, loading docks or reserved/handicapped areas and spaces.
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Education programs cited Datebook
for national reaccreditation Exhibits
An evaluation committee
representing the National Council of
Accreditation for Teacher Education
has unanimously recommended that
the council renew accreditation of all
teacher-education programs at the
University.
NCATE is the only nationally
recognized accrediting agency in the
field of teacher preparation. Bowling
Green first requested and received
NC/.\TE accreditation in 1954 and has
subsequently undergone the review
procedure every 10 years. NCATE is
now revising its reviewing cycle,
however, and institutions will be re·
evaluated on a five-year cycle.
Bowling Green's is one of only 19
teacher-training programs in Ohio to
hold NCATE accreditation, according
to Sandra Packard, dean of the
College of Education.
"National accreditation requires a
great deal of time and effort by an
institution In preparation for the
review, but we feel it is an important
measure of our quallty," she said. "It
assures the public that Bowling

Employment
9.PP<?~niti~
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
No new position vacancies were racelved
by the Office of Personnel Support
SerYlces this - k
CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Aprll 23, 1984
Grougdskeeper 1
Pay Range 4
Plant Operations & Maintenance
Permanent full-time position
4·23-2

4-23-3
4·23-4
4-23-5

4·23-6

•Account Clerk 3
Pay Range 27
Payroll Office
Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations & Maintenance
Four positions

Green offers programs which meet
national standards of quality, and it
provides a practical basis for
reciprocal agreements among the
states in certifying professional
school personnel."
Bowling Green's teacher-education
graduates are automatically eligible
for certification in 28 different states,
as well as in Ohio, Dr. Packard noted.
Official word on the reaccceditation
of the University's teacher-education
programs will not be received until
the next meeting of the NCATE
council in June, but the accrediting
body rarely overturns the
recommendations of its appointed
evaluation committee, Dr. Packard
said.
The committee assigned to review
Bowling Green's programs included
14 educators representing the
elementary and secondary levels as
well as higher education. They
reviewed a lengthy self-study
prepared by Bowling· Green faculty
prior to their April 9-11 visit to the
campus. Mary Tom Berry of Middle
Tennessee State University chaired
the review committee.
In their exit interview on campus,
the team members cited several
programs for exceptional excellence.
"The team was impressed with the
flexibility of our graduate programs in
both the secondary and HPER'areas,"
Dr. Packard said. "They also
mentioned the commitment and
dedication of the faculty in
educational administration and
supervision and the strength of our
field experience program.''
Committee members praised the
field experienc~ program in all areas,
noting that the college cooperates
with 63 different school systems in
arranging for practicum and student
teaching sites. Committee members
personally visited some of those sites
during the course of their
investigation.
Other areas commended by the
team included the College of
Education's clinical laboratory, the
mathematics/science center, the
library facilities, the placement office
and the college system for evaluating
its teacher-education graduates.

f acuity/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Computer Science: Instructor (two positions). Contact chair, Search Committee
(2·2337). Deadlines: April 30, 1984
English: Instructor (three positions). Contact Lester Barber (2-2576}. Deadlines: May
16, 1984

Flrelands: Instructor/assistant professor, natural and social sciences (psychology).
Contact Algalee Adams (93-229). Deadline: June 15, 1984. Also, instructor/assistant
professor (health information technology). Contact Adams. Deadline (extended): April 30,
1984. Also, instructor/assistant professor, applied sciences (statistics and economics).
Contact Adams. Deadline: May 1, 1984
Geography: Instructor. Contact Joseph C. Buford (2·2925). Deadline: May 1, 1984
Philosophy: Assistant professor (two positions). C6ntact Jeffrey Paul (2·2680).
Deadlines: May 1 and May 16, 1984

.

.

The following administrative staff positiQAs are available:
Athletics: Assistant to the director for academic and regulatory affairs. Contact chair,
Search and Scref:ning Committee (2·2401). Deadline: May 17, 1984. Also, assistant
director, athletic development. Contact chair, Search and Screening Committee (2·2401).
Deadline: May 17, 1984. Also, assistant director, Summer Sports School/assistant soccer
coach. Contact Gary Palmisano (2·2401). Deadline: May 31, 1984
Arelands: Assistant dean. Contact Algalee Adams (93-229). Deadline: May 1, 1984
lnstructl~I Media Center: Layout and paste-up. Contact Glenn Daniels (2·2881).
Deadline: May 1, 1984
Productivity and Galnsharlng Institute: Assistant. Contact Timothy Ross (2-0016).
Deadline: April 30, 1984
Social Philosophy and Policy Center: Assistant director. Contact Fred Miller (2-2536).
Deadline: Aprll 30, 1984
Stl,!dent Rec:reatlon Center: Assistant director (one-year replacement). Contact Terry
Parsons (2-2711). Deadline: Aprll 20, 1984

Student Art Show, through May 4, Fine
Arts Gallery, School of Art. Gallery hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5
p.m. Sundays. Many of the works
displayed are available for purchase.
"Paint and Poetry: An honors Thesis
Exhibition" by senior honors student
Jeanne Lyons, April 23-May 4, Mileti
Alumni Center Gallery. Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

Monday, April 23
Master class by clarinetist Anthony
Glgliottl and bassonlst Bernard Garfield,
of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 3-5:30 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center.
"Restlessness and Early Sorrow," and
"Viva ltaHa," Modern European Film
Series, 7 and 9 p.m., Gish Fiim Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.
Poetry and creative writing readings, by
Berl Moore and Paul Beaudoin, 7:30 p.m.,
Commuter Center, Moseley basement.
Free.
Contemporary poet Donald Hall, 8:30
p.m., 210 Math Science Bldg. Free.

Wednesday, April 25
Symphonic Band, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, April 26
"Working with Egyptian Farm Women,"
Women's Studies Colloquium with slides
shown by Dr. Kathleen Howard·Merriam,
12:30-2 p.m., Faculty Lounge, second floor
University Union.
"Theory Z: The Japanese Approach to
Management," by Tsuneo Akaha, political
science, at the dinner meeting of the
Metropolitan Toledo Chapter of the
American Society for Public
Administration, 6:30 p.m., Mileti Alumni
Center. Admission $13, which includes
wine buffet and an oriental dinner.
Reservations due before April 24.
"The Amazing Einstein,n musical for
children by Theatreworks/USA of New
York, 7:30 p.m., Main Auditorium,

University Hall. Admission $1.50 at the
door.
"Clown Princess," "Vagabond" and
"Kid's Auto Race," UAO Film Series'
Chaplin Festival, 8 p.m., ~ish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.
· ·
·
Concert Bands II and 111; 8 p.m.,. ..
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Friday, April 27
"Pinocchio" and "Blue Horses,"
children's plays by the Treehouse Troupe,
7:30 p.m., Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Admission $1.50 at the door.
"Monty Python and the Holy Grall," 8
p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight, 210 Math·
Science Bldg. Admission 1.50 with
University l.D. Two tickets can be
purchased with one l.D.

Saturday, April 28
"Pinocchio" and "Blue Horses,"
chlldren's plays by the Treehouse Troupe,
2 p.m., Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Admission $1.50 at the door.
"Monty Python and the Holy Grall," 8
p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight, 210 Math·
Science Bldg. Admission $1.50 with
University l.D. Two tickets can be
purchased with one 1.D.

SU11day, April 29
Bowling Green Phllharmonla, 4 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Folk Ensemble, 5 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hali, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Opera Theater, scenes from operas, 7:30
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
University Flute Choir and the Creative
Arts Program High School Flute Choir, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Wednesday, May 2
Undergraduate Council, 1:30-3 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union.
Tuba En118111ble, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Troupe to present two children's plays
A delightful new musical theater
adaptation of the children's classic,
"Pinocchio," will be presented Friday
and Saturday (April 27-28) by the

'Amazing Einstein'
coming to campus
The nation's foremost professional
theater company producing and
touring plays for young people and
their families will bring "The Amazing
Einstein" to campus on Thursday
(April 26).
The Performing Arts Repertory
Theatre of New York will present the
new musical during the Ohio
Children's Theatre Festival to be held
011 campus.
Highlighting one of the 20th
century's greatest and most colorful
figures, ''The Amazing Einstein" will
be staged at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Main Auditorium of University Hall.
The production is being brought to
campus under the auspices of the
University Theatre, the Bowling Green
City Schools, the Bowling Green
Children's Theatre and the Ohio
Theatre Alliance, with support from
the Martha Holden Jennings
Foundation and the Ohio Arts
Council.
General admission to the
performance will be $1.50. Proceeds
will be used to support activities of
the Bowling Green Children's Theatre,
a community group.

University's award-winnfog Treehouse
Troupe.
Public performances of
"Pinocchio" and "Blue Horses," a
new children's play, will be presented
at 7:30 p.m. Friday and at 2 p.m.
Saturday in the Main Auditorium of
University Hall. General admission is
$1.50. There are no ad¥ance ticket
sales.
"Blue Horses," a funny and
poignant view of the dreams and
fears of young people, tells the story
of four young people who learn, each
in different ways, how to ov~rcome
their fears and realize their dream_s by
allowing their imaginations..to be free.
"Pinocchio" is particularly
appealing to elementary school-age
audiences, while older children can
relate to the experiences of the
characters in "Blue Horses.''

Monitor
Monitor Is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadllne to
submit material for the next Issue,
Monday, April 30, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
April 24.
EdHor: Unda Swaisgood
Editcrial Assistant: Deborah
Schmoak
Change of address, "Commentaries"
and other notices should be sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
806 Administration Bldg.
Bowling Graen, OH 43403

Bowling Green State University

'Master Teacher' finds teaching
is a give and take profession
Teaching takes a lot out of Pete
Hutchinson. He puts a lot into it, and
when he comes out of the classroom,
he usually feels as if he has "been
put through the ringer."
But teaching also has given a lot
back to Dr. Hutchinson. It has
enriched his life in a way no other
profession could, he says, and it has
also been "a lot of fun."
Peter Hutchinson, a professor of
economics who joined the faculty 13
years ago, received the Alumni
Association's $1,000 Master Teacher
Award last week. The award was
presented at the annual Outstanding
High School Juniors Banquet hosted
by the Alumni Association April 23 in
the Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
Dr. Hutchinson is the third recipient
of the award, given to recognize
faculty dedication in the classroom.
Raymond K. Tucker, speech
communication, received the award in
1982, and Steven 0. Ludd, political
science, was last year's award
winner.
Dr. Hutchinson can't really recall
not wanting to teach. He was.in high
school when he decided on a
teaching career, and when he was an
undergr~duate at St. Vincent College
in Latrobe, Pa., he realized that what
he really wanted was to teach at a
college.
Then he went to graduate school at
the University of Pittsburgh, where he
learned that college teaching involved
more than just teaching. ''That's
when I began to get involved in
research," he said, adding, "frankly, it
was a little frightening at first."
But as a graduate student Dr.
Hutchinson gained a clear
understanding of what it really meant
to be a college professor, and he
carries that understanding with him
today.
"Some people look upon teaching
and research as an either/or
situation," he said. "But you have to
understand that the role of a college
professor is both to help disseminate
knowledge - that's the teaching
function - and to be on the frontier
of discovering new knowledge that's where the research comes in. I
view these as parallel responsibilities.
You can't be as good as you can be
at either If you are not willing to work
at the other."
He finds it exciting and fun, he
noted, to be able to share the results
of his personal research with new
students each semester and gather
their fresh reactions to his findings
and conclusions.
It is the students' reactions that
make teaching a rewarding
profession for Dr. Hutchinson.
"You can't be a good teacher
without good students," he said. "It
takes a lot of energy and a lot of
enthusiasm to be a good teacher. The
enthusiasm is easy to lose when you
experience student apathy."
As a teacher, Dr. Hutchinson works
to overcome any such apathy.
"I doni think that I'm known on
campus as an easy professor," he
said. "Students know when they
come into my classes that I have high
expectations of them and that If they
work hard, they are going to learn a
loL You have to push them hard
enough to make them catch the

contact with the students," he said,
adding that if he does obtain an
administrative position at some point
in his future he will continue to teach
at least one course each year to
"keep a finger on the real pulse of
higher education."
And higher education is where he
really wants to remain. "I have had
opportunities to re-orient my career
towards business economics," he
said, "but the diversity of a university
campus is what keeps me in higher
education. I know of no other setting
where you find so many people with
so many different talents."

Planetarium sets
four May shows

Peter M. Hutchinson
spark, and then they really go at it on
their own. You try to get students to
understand ideas and get them
interested enough in a subject that
their own initiative takes over."
Acknowledging that raising that
interest can require a certain amount
of showinanship on the part of the
professor, particularly in a large
lecture setting, Dr. Hutchinson said,
''You are, to a certain extent, a
performer."
And, Dr. Hutchinson believes that If
he performs satisfactorily, so will his
students. ''The most important aspect
of teaching is to provide an
appropriate set of resources and
experiences which will stimulate and
facilitate the greatest amount of
student learning," he said. "It's also
essential to establish a rigorous set
of academic standards and then to be
consistent in their application."
Dr. Hutchinson, who is president of
the Bowling Green City Board of
Education, is interested in teaching at
all levels and speaks from personal
experience on the value of
professional development activities.
"Teaching can get to be a drudgery
if. that is all you do," he said.
Last year he was an American
Council on Education Fellow in
Academic Administration, working in
the office of President Olscamp.
"It's ironic that I won this
(teaching) award this year after being
away from teaching all of last year. I
missed teaching; I was riH:harged
when I went back into the classroom
last fall."
Although he still aspires toward a
position in higher education
administration, Dr. Hutchinson said
he learned one very important thing
whi_le serving as an administrative
fellow. "I learned that it is too easy
to forget what you are really about ln
a university If you do not have

The University's new
planetarium, part of the $7.2
million Physical Sciences
Laboratory Building, will preview
its fall show for the pLblic four
times during May.
"All Systems Go!," a multimedia production produced by
Cosmic Craft and Lochness
Productions, will be shown in the
118-seat planetarium at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, May 3, Friday, May 4,
and Tuesday, May 8. The show
also will be presented at 3 p.m. on
Sunday, May 6.
All presentations are free and
open to the public. No tickets are
required. Seating will be on a first·
come, first·served basis.
The story of NASA, which last
fall celebrated 25 years of space
exploration, "All Systems Go!"
incorporates slides, visual effects,
stereophonic music and narrative
with the planetarium's state-of·theart star projection system. Evening
-presentations of the 45-minute
show will be followed by
stargazing on the roof of the new
Physical Sciences Laboratory
Building, weather permitting.
The planetarium will begin a
scheduled series of regular
programs for the general public
and area schools next fall.
Dale Smith, physics and
astronomy, is the planetarium
director.
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faculty
Senate
Faculty Senate approved a 1984-85
salary recommendation and began its
discussion of the report on the role
and mission of the University at its
meeting April 24.
Senate approved a salary
recommendation drafted by the
Faculty Welfare Committee and
Senate Executive Committee calling
for a minimum 11.4 percent increment
in the salary pool for the 1984-aS
academic year. The recommendation
also requests that "monies should be
made available in the subsequent
years 1985-86 and 1986-87 so as to
move the salaries of B.G.S.U. faculty
to the 60th percentile of Category I
Institutions by the academic year
1986-87."
In the Faculty Welfare Committee's
salary report it Is noted that "the
recommendation to move B.G.S.U. to
the 60th percentile of Category I
Institutions is not new...The above
recommendation provides a method
by which this goal may be attained
over a three-year period. By spreadinp
it out over three years it allows for
attainable salary increments each
year and also does not cause salary
increments to be unusually high in
any one year."
Some disagreement arose in
discussion of a recommendation from
the Senate Executive Committee that
"merit monies, as defined by the
Faculty Senate (April 19, 1983), will be
distributed each year directly to
departments for allocation to the
faculty based upon each
department's evaluative system. If the
faculty of a college/autonomous
school wishes to have differential
distribution of merit dollars, then
such a system shall be based upon
Continued on page 2

Management dept.
receives computer
The management department in the
College of Business Administration
has received a Decision Mate V
personal computer, a gift of the NCR
Corporation.
According to Robert A. Patton,
acting dean of the college, the
machine will be used by students in
production/operations management.

Marketing chapter judged best in world
The University's chapter of the
American Marketing Association has
been named the International
Collegiate Chapter of the Year,
designating it as the best student
chapter in the world.
The award was presented at the
sixth annual AMA Collegiate Chapter
Leadership Conference earlier this
month in Chicago. There are 325'"
student chapters of the AMA
worldwide. The award recognizes
outstanding achievement by a
student chapter in meeting the needs
of its members and furthering the
goals and ideals of the AMA. ·
Bowling Green's 180-member
chapter won the AMA's highest
collegiate award for its extensive
and varied programming.
The largest business-related
student organization on campus, the
chapter sponsored more than 50

individual events during the year,
including five fund-raising projects
and a professional tour program
which included trips to the Internal
Revenue Service in Toledo and a
General Motors plant in Detroit.
The group also sponsored a Career
Awareness Week program, a series of
professional workshops and a lecture
series which brought area business
executives to the campus to speak.
In addition to a number of
community service projects, the
chapter also sponsored a "Shadow
Program" which enabled students to
spend the day with area executives
learning how business professionals
function on a daily basis.
Faculty advisers to the organization
are Kenneth Crocker and Michael
Pearson, marketing. During the
convention Dr. Pearson was honored
for concluding a three-year term on
the AMA's Student Activities Council.

COME FOR LUNCH. The Classified Staff Advisory
Committee will host its last Brown Bag Lunch of the
current academic year at noon Wednesday (May 2) in
the Northeast Commons.
All classified staff are invited to attend with questions
or concerns that will be addressed during an open
discussion with members of the CSAC.
Take a lunch, or purchase a sandwich in the Commons before the meeting.

ON THE LINE. President Olscamp will discuss collective bargaining and the University's new solicitation
policy on WBGU-TV's "On the Line" at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday (May 1). Questions may be phoned to Dr.
Olscamp during the live broadcast by c.alling the station at 372-0121.
Other topics to be discussed include the proposal to
name t~ Ice Arena in honor of Scott Hamilton, salary
administration and fall enrollment
The program will be rebroadcast at 11:30 p.m.

f aculty...:S;;..;:e:;,.=n::.;:;a;;.;;.te~------Continued from page 1

criteria and approved by a majority
vote of the faculty of that
college/autonomous school."
"Differential distribution" was
defined by Senate Chair Betty van der
Smlssen, health, physical education
and recreation, as the option of a
department to choose less than its
full 40 percent merit pool in order to
distribute more merit dollars to a
department with young faculty and a
low salary base. At least one
department In the University has
already voted to do that, she said,
adding that there Is nothing in the
current governance structure to
prohibit such differential distribution.
What the SEC's recommendation
would guarantee, she said, is that
differential distribution could not
occur without the consent of the
majority of the faculty in a
department.
The merit considerations were
tabled for discussion until the next
meeting at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday (May 1).Arthur Neal, sociology, vice chair of
the Senate and chair of the Roi~ and
Mission Committee, presented the
report of that committee.
Noting that the committee's
underlying goal in formulating a
mission statement was to "blend the
desirable with the possible," he said
the committee worked under the
assumption that the quality of the
University depends upon the quality
of its students, the quality of its
academic programs, the quality of its
faculty and the quality of the teaming
environment provided for the students
and faculty.
He said the work of seven different
subcommittees was an "integral part"
of the main committee's report,
adding, "We tried to find a common
denominator in the hopes and
aspirations of all faculty."
The report affirms, he said, the
importance of quality education at
both the graduate and undergraduate
levels as well as the traditional goals
and ideals of the University and the
value which the University places on
quality research and effective
teaching.
"We attempted to use our existing
reputation as a launching pad for
future developments," he said.
The "Preamble" to the role and
mission statement notes that the
mission of the University is to
"uphold, promote and implement the
educational values essential for the
continuation of a free society. In
carrying out this mission, the
traditional values held by the
University community will be relied
upon and strengthened."
Twenty-three goals aimed at
helping the University "establish an
identity among the academically
distinguished universities of this
country" are presented:
1. To become the first choice of
Ohio high school students with the
highest academic qualifications.
2. To increase the number of
minority students who enroll and
graduate from the University.
3. To recruit a substantia~ly larger
number of foreign students.
4. To attract increasing numbers of
students from out-of-state.
5. To increase substantially over
•he next 10 years the number of
graduate students.
6. To attract on a yearly basis an
· ncreasing number of non-traditional
'udents and to respond appropriately

to their levels of preparation,
experience, needs and interests.
7. To make educational programs,
services and the professional
expertise of the faculty available to
governmental agencies, business
firms and other organizations, groups
and individuals.
8. To provide undergraduate
students with a "practical liberal
education."
9. To offer professional degree
programs.
10. To provide students with an
education that includes an
international and intercultural
dimension.
11. To create an environment which
will uphold, promote and instill
multicultural values in students,
faculty and staff.
12. To provide the personalized
qualities of education available at a
small school and the range of
opportunities available at a large one.
13. To improve and enhance the
strong graduate programs that
already exist on campus.
14. To initiate new Ph.D. programs
in selected areas.
15. To initiate new programs at the
master's level.
16. To support and enhance the
environment in which research takes
place.
17. To develop, maintain and
recognize effectiveness and
excellence in teaching. .
18. To mobilize and enhance the
research and scholarly productivity of
the faculty.
19. To recruit the most creative and
productive faculty possible.
20. To develop a policy of
differential departmental and
individual teaching loads in order to
maximize the creative productivity
and teaching effectiveness of the
faculty.
21. To continue to upgrade and
maintain library, equipment,
laboratory and other resources
necessary for teaching and research.
22. To significantly increase the
level of external funding for research

and education.
23. To affirm the principles of
academic freedom and faculty
governance.
Senate also heard a report on role
and mission from Thomas Klein,
English, a member of the role and
mission subcommittee which studied
undergraduate education at the ·
University.
Noting that members of that
subcommittee believe the role and
mission statement drafted by the
main committee "gives too little
attention to undergraduate
education," he said, "We (members of
the subcommittee) firmly hold the
assumption that the mission
statement must speak concretely to
the problems in undergraduate
education at Bowling Green State
University." The report as presented,
he said, makes suggestions for major
changes in graduate education and
research and relies upon the ''trickle
down" approach for undergraduate
education. Pointing out that the
University currently has 189
undergraduate concentrations, he
said, "We can't give so little attention
to so many programs."
Dr. Klein distributed copies of the
undergraduate education
subcommittee's report to the Senate.
Copies of the reports of all
subcommittees and of the statement
drafted by the main role and mission
committee are available in the
Faculty Senate office.
President Olscamp also addressed
the Senate on the role and mission
statement prepared by the main
committee, noting, "My
recommendation to the Senate is that
you adopt the Report on Role and
Mission and append to it the reports.
of the various subcommittees."
Senate discussion of the report will
continue at the next meeting
Tuesday. Once the Senate has acted
on the report, it will be reviewed by
Dr. Olscamp and the central
administration before it is forwarded
to the Board of Trustees for final
approval.

Kids can camp
with computers
The Alumni Association will repeat
its popular "Computer Camps for
Kids" this summer.
Sponsored in cooperation with the
departments of educational
curriculum and instruction and
computer science, two camps have
been planned for children of various
ages.
A one-week program is scheduled
June 25-29 for children who have
completed grades two through six.
Those who have finished grade seven
but have not yet graduated from high
school can "camp" on campus July
23-27.
The June 25 camp will be restricted
to commuters only, but the camp for
older students will also offer on·
campus living accommodations.
Cost of the June 25-29 computer
camp for younger children is $185 per
person. For resident campers at the
July 23-27 session the cost is $280
per person. For older children who
commute to the second session the
cost will be $200.
Children of faculty and staff will
receive a $10 discount.
For further information or to
register, contact the alumni office at
372·2701.

Undergraduate
Council
Following is the agenda for the
Wednesday (May 2) meeting of
Undergraduate Council. The meeting,
to be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Alumni.
Room of the University Union, is the
last scheduled for the current
academic year.
Members of the Council anticipate
meeting informally during the
summer, however, to review agenda
items and plan for 1984--85.
AGENDA
- Call to order
- Review of minutes
- Announcements
- Other business
- Adjournment

Administrative Staff Council
Administrative Staff Council has
recommended to the president a
change in the Supplemental
Retirement Program for
administrative staff as outlined in the
staff handbook.
The ASC proposal calls for fiscai
year employees to be paid one-fourth
of their fiscal year salary for their
post-retirement employment under the
Supplemental Retirement Program.
Currently fiscal year salaries are
converted to an academic year base
before the one-fourth calculation is
made.
ASC also considered at its April
meeting a training and development
policy drafted by a Professional
Development Subcommittee headed
by Jim Litwin, institutional studies.
Another similar policy was also
submitted for consideration by Bob
Arrowsmith, student affairs. After
brief discussion, members agreed
"that they should review both drafts
before the May meeting and send
comments to Dr. Litwin before that
meeting.
Briefly discussed was a program
proposed by Benefit Plans Risk
Management, the University's health
insurance administrator, to help

contain costs. Several members of
ASC attended a meeting March 29
during which cost containment
options were discussed. Paul Nusser,
treasurer, will provide further
information to ASC regarding the
options being considered.
It was noted that final
arrangements are being made to
distribute to all administrative staff a
performance evaluation questionnaire
which ASC approved at an earlier
meeting.
In other business, members heard a
report from Mary Edmonds, vice
president for student affairs, on
personnel and program changes in
her area
In response to questions she said
the University must begin to recruit
more non-traditional and graduate
students to help counteract declinin.Q
numbers of "traditional" 18-year-olds.
She noted that some offices will have
to schedule evening and weekend
hours to make their services more
accessible to non-traditional
students.
She said she supports professional
development among staff, ~ddlng
there should be a planned way for
staff who participate In conferences

and workshops to share their new
information and experiences with
colleagues.
She noted some improvements in
the environment for minorities on
campus but added that there are still
many things that can be done.
The next ASC meeting is scheduled
at 1:30 p.m. Thursday (May 3) in the
Town Room of the University Union.
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CO"PUTER FAIR FOR KIDS. The College of
Education will host a computer fair for children in
grades four through eight on Saturday (May 5) in the
Education Building.
Designed for children with little or no computer experience, the fair is being ro-sponsored by the Educational Computer Consortium of Ohio. Activities will
begin at 8:30 a.m. and conclude at noon.

How to . .

The number of children who participate in the event
will be limited to 125. Advance registration is required.
There is a S2 per student fee. Adults may also attend as
observers. The adult fee is $2 for ECCO members and
S3 for non-members.
Registration and f~ should be mailed to ECCO,
4777 Famhurst Rd., Cleveland, OH. 44124.
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Write a reference letter

Editor's Note: As spring commencement approaches. many faculty and
staff are being asked by their students to write the traditional "letter of
recommendation."
. Although no one format is universally preferred, JoAnn Kroll, director of
placement services, offers the following "Reference Letter Guidelines" for
faculty and staff who wish to revise or review their letter-writlna procedures.
Many of you will be called upon to write letters of recommendation for
students and colleagues. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974 brought many changes and additional rulings in the areas of
affirmative action and equal opportunity which impact not only upon the
holders of those letters (such as the Office of University Placement
Services), but also upon those of you who serve as reference writers.
In response to questions we have received in the placement office from
faculty and staff concerning the format for reference letters, we would like
to offer this possible model for those who are unsure about the information
to be included in a letter of reference.
·
First, indicate how you met the individual; how well you know him/her and
what the nature of your relationship, professional or personal, has been. For
exampfe: "I have had the opportunity to have Nancy Jones in two of my
graduate statistics classes at Bowling Green State University. In addition,
Nancy has worked as a graduate assistant in the Office of Educational
Research and Services for approximately two years."
A second paragraph usually describes the academic or career growth of
the individual and indicates the kinds of work and issues that are most
important to him or her in professional life. For example: "Nancy has
always been a highly motivatad and extremely well-organized person as
indicated by the seriousness with which she approaches her graduate
study, resulting in high academic achievement, and also the thoroughness
with which she completes her work at the Office of Educational Research
and Services. She is well on her way to becoming an excellent educational
researcher."
A third paragraph might review the person's principal scholarly
achievements so far, and your estimation of future promise at this point. A 1
specific paragraph on his/her abilities and strengths might be appropriate.
For example: "Her analytical and logical approach to problem-solving has
expedited the various master's level as well as doctoral level researcll
projects which our office handles. In several instances, her unique insight
and inquisitive nature have resulted in more efficient and effective use of
material and human resources. Over the last nine months she has become
even more intimately involved in the research of various faculty members on
campus. She has demonstrated a strong ability to program, using SPSS,
FORTRAN, COBOL, as well as other languages, which has made her
invaluable to our office operations."
Another paragraph touches on personal dimensions, such as what kind of
colleague the person makes, how he or she gets along with others, whether
he or she has a good sense of humor, and whether he or she is reliable and
responsible. If appropriate, you might want to detail problems or
weaknesses. For example: "Nancy combines a cheerful personality with a
serious demeanor which enables her to interact positively and productively
with a variety of individuals whether they be graduate students, faculty
members, administrators or other researchers. She is extremely dependable
and has demonstrated her sense of responsibility by assisting others who
may be having difficulty in terms of their research. She is a flexible
individual who is eager to learn and likes the challenge of new situations."
The final paragraph sums up what you find to be outstanding about the
individual. Explain any difficulties mentioned and try to assess that person
as a future contributor to the field. You might compare him/her with others
of a similar background and goals and offer to provide further information.
For example: "Her analytical approach and inquisitive nature, as well as her
outstanding ability, I believe, will provide a firm foundation for her growth in
the field of educational research. She has already indicated the ability to
work effectively with the hardware technology as well as the technical
expertise needed in our field. As I look at other graduate students, Nancy
stands tar above those individuals. I will be more than delighted to provide
further information. Please feel free to contact me at the following
telephone number: - - - . "
The Office of Placement Services urges you to avoid making direct
comments about age, color, creed, disability, national origin/ancestry, race,
religion, sex and conviction record. There are specific laws which might
result in your being liable for violation of such statutes.
We all want to make sure students and colleagues haye the benefit of
your candid opinions, but we also want to ensure that no one finds
himself/herself involved in any unnecessary lawsuits. We encourage you to
contact the Office of Placement Services with your questions pertaining to
writing letters of recommendation.

Faculty, staff invited on two alumni trips
If you have vacation time and the
money to spare, the Alumni
Association wants you to "come
along" on some special tours being
offered this July and August.
On July 15 the Bowling Green
group will depart for a Swiss Bavaria
vacation. Those who travel with the
group will have the option of
spending one or two weeks in
Switzerland, Bavaria and Austria.

PUT IT IN WRITING. MONITOR continues to accept "opinions to the editor" for publication in a weekly "Commentary" section.
Commentaries which introduce a new topic for campus dialogue will be accepted in the range of 500-800
words. Subsequent commentaries submitted in
response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
All commentaries submitted for publication must be
signed and typed, double-spaced. Letters must be
mitted no later than 5 p.m. each Tuesday to ensure
publication in the following Monday's MONITOR.

On Aug. 17 the alumni group will
leave for a 12-day Legendary Passage
tour to Switzerland, France, Germany
and Holland.
Information on both trips, including
prices for the various options, is
available by contacting the alumni
office at 372-2701.
The tours are open to any-one,
regardless of University affiliation.

Professional codes of conduct and
Weapon" by William Aiken of
efforts to regulate the professions
Chatham Cellege In Pittsburgh, Pa.
will be among topics examined during
National economic priorities will be
a "Social Policy and Conflict
the subject of the 2·5 p.m. session
Friday that will be chaired by Fred
Resolution" conference Friday and
Saturday (May 4-5) on campus.
Miller, philosophy. During this portion
Thirteen invited philosophers will
of the conference James Sterba of
give their perspectives on a number
the University of Notre Dame will
of social policy issues, including how discuss "Social Welfare vs. National
justice may be preserved under
Defense" and Edmund Byrne of
conditions of increasing scarcity;
Indiana University's Indianapolis
choosing between social welfare and
campus will talk on "Displaced
national defense as a federal budget
Workers: America's Unpaid Debt."
priority; strategies for identifying and
When the conference resumes at 9
addressing value conflicts and
a.m. Saturday (May 5), the topic will
possible environmental impacts of
be strategies for conflict resolution.
Onora O'Neill of the University of
a1ternative conflict resolution
strategies.
Essex in Britain will discuss "How to
Each of the five planned sessions
Individuate a Moral Problem," while
at the conference will be held in the
Bill Puka of the Rensselaer
Community Suite of the University
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.. will
Union and will feature informal
. speak on ''The Savings Approach to
presentations by the guest speakers
Social Conflict." The third speaker,
followed by open discussion periods.
Tom Regan of North Carolina ::state
The keynote speaker at the
University, will discuss en.,,ironmental
conference will be R.G. Frey, an
values and conflict resolution.
American who is a senior lecturer in
Suzanne Crawford, affirmative action,
will serve as chair.
philosophy at the University of
The final session of the conference,
Liverpool. He will discuss his views
scheduled from 2-5 p.m. Saturday, will
on whether all conflicts can indeed
deal with the regulation of the
be rationally resolved during an 8
professions. Presentations will
p.m. session Friday (May 4) chaired
include ''The Evolving Antitrust
by President Olscamp. Donald
Regulation of the Professions" by
Scherer, philosophy, will respond to
Maura O'Brien of the Kennedy
Dr. Frey's remarks.
Institute of Ethics in Washington,
Dr. Frey is a visiting professor in
D.C.; "Limits on the Standards of
the philosophy department this
Private
Associations" by John
semester.
Snapper of the Illinois Institute of
Kendall Baker, dean of arts and
Technology in Chicago, and
sciences, will chair the opening
session of the conference from 9 a.m. "Professional Associations and
Public Issues" by Robert Strikwerda
to noon Friday. Devoted to the topic
of the University of Wisconsin at La
of justice and scarcity; the session
Crosse. Thomas Attig, philosophy,
will feature presentations on "The
will chair the session.
Concept of Justice and Conflict
Sponsored by the philosophy
Resolution" by Henry West of
department, the event is the sixth
Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn.;
annual conference to focus on the
"Social Philosophy, National
application of philosophical reflection
Socialism and the Scarcity Society"
to value conflicts of national and
by George Stein of Miami University,
international significance.
and "Ethics and Using Food as a

Summer pay policy set for classified staff
The following information will serve
as a guideline for full-time classified
employees who do not work a regular
40-hour week during the summer
months because of furlough or the
optional "Special Leaves" program.
Furloughed employees are defined
as those leaving full-time employment
status at the University for more than
one week during the summer months
due to lack of work in their assigned
area.
1. Each area is responsible for
notifying the Office of Personnel
Support Services by way of a
memorandum of all employees being
furloughed. This memo must include
the beginning and ending dates of the
furlough. If the beginning or ending
dates of the furlough fall within a
payweek, a time report sheet must be
submitted showing hours not worked
as either Leave Without Pay (LWOP),
Vacation or Comp Time Used.
2. If an employee returns to work
during the time of the furlough,
he/she must complete a time report .
sheet indicating budget/cost numbers
to be charged and the actual hours
worked, even if it is 40 regular hours
(indicate these hours in the "Other"
column). If no time report sheet is
turned in, naturally the employee will
not be paid because technically
he/she is-on furlough.
3. If an employee being furloughed
wishes to be paid for accumulated

vacation and/or comp time during the
furlo1.1gh, a time report sheet should
be submitted indicating the hours for
which pay is desired. After the
vacation and/or comp time have been
used, each area will notify the
personnel office by memorandum of
the beginning and ending dates of the
furlough for these people.
4. If a regular full·time employee is
working only a partial work week
during the summer, LWOP should be
used for all hours in the week not
worked. If the employee's rate of pay
changes during the summer months,
payroll will be informed by the
personnel office of that change.
All classified staff wishing to take
advantage of the "Special Leaves"
program offered by the University for
the summer must file an approved
"Special Leaves" form with the
personnel office. Those people must
then complete a time report sheet
every week showing the hours not
worked in the LWOP column.
Note that during the weeks of a
holiday (May 30 and July 4), staff are
paid only eight hours of holiday pay,
and work schedules/time report forms
may need to be adjusted for that
hour. The 11ayroll office will
automatically provide holiday pay for
all employees.
Questions about the above policy
should be directed to the payroll
office, 372-2201.

COME FOR LUNCH. The Classified Staff Advisory
Committee will host its last Brown Bag Lunch of the
current academic year at noon Wednesday (May 2) in
the Northeast Commons.
All classified staff are invited to attend with questions
or concerns that will be addressed during an open
discussion with members of the CSAC.
Take a lunch, or purchase a sandwich in the Commons before the meeting.

ON THE LINE. President Olscamp will discuss collective bargaining and the University's new solicitation
policy on WBGU-TV's "On the Line" at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday (May 1). Questions may be phoned to Dr.
Olscamp during the live broadcast by c.alling the station at 372-0121.
Other topics to be discussed include the proposal to
name t~ Ice Arena in honor of Scott Hamilton, salary
administration and fall enrollment
The program will be rebroadcast at 11:30 p.m.
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criteria and approved by a majority
vote of the faculty of that
college/autonomous school."
"Differential distribution" was
defined by Senate Chair Betty van der
Smlssen, health, physical education
and recreation, as the option of a
department to choose less than its
full 40 percent merit pool in order to
distribute more merit dollars to a
department with young faculty and a
low salary base. At least one
department In the University has
already voted to do that, she said,
adding that there Is nothing in the
current governance structure to
prohibit such differential distribution.
What the SEC's recommendation
would guarantee, she said, is that
differential distribution could not
occur without the consent of the
majority of the faculty in a
department.
The merit considerations were
tabled for discussion until the next
meeting at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday (May 1).Arthur Neal, sociology, vice chair of
the Senate and chair of the Roi~ and
Mission Committee, presented the
report of that committee.
Noting that the committee's
underlying goal in formulating a
mission statement was to "blend the
desirable with the possible," he said
the committee worked under the
assumption that the quality of the
University depends upon the quality
of its students, the quality of its
academic programs, the quality of its
faculty and the quality of the teaming
environment provided for the students
and faculty.
He said the work of seven different
subcommittees was an "integral part"
of the main committee's report,
adding, "We tried to find a common
denominator in the hopes and
aspirations of all faculty."
The report affirms, he said, the
importance of quality education at
both the graduate and undergraduate
levels as well as the traditional goals
and ideals of the University and the
value which the University places on
quality research and effective
teaching.
"We attempted to use our existing
reputation as a launching pad for
future developments," he said.
The "Preamble" to the role and
mission statement notes that the
mission of the University is to
"uphold, promote and implement the
educational values essential for the
continuation of a free society. In
carrying out this mission, the
traditional values held by the
University community will be relied
upon and strengthened."
Twenty-three goals aimed at
helping the University "establish an
identity among the academically
distinguished universities of this
country" are presented:
1. To become the first choice of
Ohio high school students with the
highest academic qualifications.
2. To increase the number of
minority students who enroll and
graduate from the University.
3. To recruit a substantia~ly larger
number of foreign students.
4. To attract increasing numbers of
students from out-of-state.
5. To increase substantially over
•he next 10 years the number of
graduate students.
6. To attract on a yearly basis an
· ncreasing number of non-traditional
'udents and to respond appropriately

to their levels of preparation,
experience, needs and interests.
7. To make educational programs,
services and the professional
expertise of the faculty available to
governmental agencies, business
firms and other organizations, groups
and individuals.
8. To provide undergraduate
students with a "practical liberal
education."
9. To offer professional degree
programs.
10. To provide students with an
education that includes an
international and intercultural
dimension.
11. To create an environment which
will uphold, promote and instill
multicultural values in students,
faculty and staff.
12. To provide the personalized
qualities of education available at a
small school and the range of
opportunities available at a large one.
13. To improve and enhance the
strong graduate programs that
already exist on campus.
14. To initiate new Ph.D. programs
in selected areas.
15. To initiate new programs at the
master's level.
16. To support and enhance the
environment in which research takes
place.
17. To develop, maintain and
recognize effectiveness and
excellence in teaching. .
18. To mobilize and enhance the
research and scholarly productivity of
the faculty.
19. To recruit the most creative and
productive faculty possible.
20. To develop a policy of
differential departmental and
individual teaching loads in order to
maximize the creative productivity
and teaching effectiveness of the
faculty.
21. To continue to upgrade and
maintain library, equipment,
laboratory and other resources
necessary for teaching and research.
22. To significantly increase the
level of external funding for research

and education.
23. To affirm the principles of
academic freedom and faculty
governance.
Senate also heard a report on role
and mission from Thomas Klein,
English, a member of the role and
mission subcommittee which studied
undergraduate education at the ·
University.
Noting that members of that
subcommittee believe the role and
mission statement drafted by the
main committee "gives too little
attention to undergraduate
education," he said, "We (members of
the subcommittee) firmly hold the
assumption that the mission
statement must speak concretely to
the problems in undergraduate
education at Bowling Green State
University." The report as presented,
he said, makes suggestions for major
changes in graduate education and
research and relies upon the ''trickle
down" approach for undergraduate
education. Pointing out that the
University currently has 189
undergraduate concentrations, he
said, "We can't give so little attention
to so many programs."
Dr. Klein distributed copies of the
undergraduate education
subcommittee's report to the Senate.
Copies of the reports of all
subcommittees and of the statement
drafted by the main role and mission
committee are available in the
Faculty Senate office.
President Olscamp also addressed
the Senate on the role and mission
statement prepared by the main
committee, noting, "My
recommendation to the Senate is that
you adopt the Report on Role and
Mission and append to it the reports.
of the various subcommittees."
Senate discussion of the report will
continue at the next meeting
Tuesday. Once the Senate has acted
on the report, it will be reviewed by
Dr. Olscamp and the central
administration before it is forwarded
to the Board of Trustees for final
approval.

Kids can camp
with computers
The Alumni Association will repeat
its popular "Computer Camps for
Kids" this summer.
Sponsored in cooperation with the
departments of educational
curriculum and instruction and
computer science, two camps have
been planned for children of various
ages.
A one-week program is scheduled
June 25-29 for children who have
completed grades two through six.
Those who have finished grade seven
but have not yet graduated from high
school can "camp" on campus July
23-27.
The June 25 camp will be restricted
to commuters only, but the camp for
older students will also offer on·
campus living accommodations.
Cost of the June 25-29 computer
camp for younger children is $185 per
person. For resident campers at the
July 23-27 session the cost is $280
per person. For older children who
commute to the second session the
cost will be $200.
Children of faculty and staff will
receive a $10 discount.
For further information or to
register, contact the alumni office at
372·2701.

Undergraduate
Council
Following is the agenda for the
Wednesday (May 2) meeting of
Undergraduate Council. The meeting,
to be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Alumni.
Room of the University Union, is the
last scheduled for the current
academic year.
Members of the Council anticipate
meeting informally during the
summer, however, to review agenda
items and plan for 1984--85.
AGENDA
- Call to order
- Review of minutes
- Announcements
- Other business
- Adjournment

Administrative Staff Council
Administrative Staff Council has
recommended to the president a
change in the Supplemental
Retirement Program for
administrative staff as outlined in the
staff handbook.
The ASC proposal calls for fiscai
year employees to be paid one-fourth
of their fiscal year salary for their
post-retirement employment under the
Supplemental Retirement Program.
Currently fiscal year salaries are
converted to an academic year base
before the one-fourth calculation is
made.
ASC also considered at its April
meeting a training and development
policy drafted by a Professional
Development Subcommittee headed
by Jim Litwin, institutional studies.
Another similar policy was also
submitted for consideration by Bob
Arrowsmith, student affairs. After
brief discussion, members agreed
"that they should review both drafts
before the May meeting and send
comments to Dr. Litwin before that
meeting.
Briefly discussed was a program
proposed by Benefit Plans Risk
Management, the University's health
insurance administrator, to help

contain costs. Several members of
ASC attended a meeting March 29
during which cost containment
options were discussed. Paul Nusser,
treasurer, will provide further
information to ASC regarding the
options being considered.
It was noted that final
arrangements are being made to
distribute to all administrative staff a
performance evaluation questionnaire
which ASC approved at an earlier
meeting.
In other business, members heard a
report from Mary Edmonds, vice
president for student affairs, on
personnel and program changes in
her area
In response to questions she said
the University must begin to recruit
more non-traditional and graduate
students to help counteract declinin.Q
numbers of "traditional" 18-year-olds.
She noted that some offices will have
to schedule evening and weekend
hours to make their services more
accessible to non-traditional
students.
She said she supports professional
development among staff, ~ddlng
there should be a planned way for
staff who participate In conferences

and workshops to share their new
information and experiences with
colleagues.
She noted some improvements in
the environment for minorities on
campus but added that there are still
many things that can be done.
The next ASC meeting is scheduled
at 1:30 p.m. Thursday (May 3) in the
Town Room of the University Union.
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CO"PUTER FAIR FOR KIDS. The College of
Education will host a computer fair for children in
grades four through eight on Saturday (May 5) in the
Education Building.
Designed for children with little or no computer experience, the fair is being ro-sponsored by the Educational Computer Consortium of Ohio. Activities will
begin at 8:30 a.m. and conclude at noon.

How to . .

The number of children who participate in the event
will be limited to 125. Advance registration is required.
There is a S2 per student fee. Adults may also attend as
observers. The adult fee is $2 for ECCO members and
S3 for non-members.
Registration and f~ should be mailed to ECCO,
4777 Famhurst Rd., Cleveland, OH. 44124.
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Write a reference letter

Editor's Note: As spring commencement approaches. many faculty and
staff are being asked by their students to write the traditional "letter of
recommendation."
. Although no one format is universally preferred, JoAnn Kroll, director of
placement services, offers the following "Reference Letter Guidelines" for
faculty and staff who wish to revise or review their letter-writlna procedures.
Many of you will be called upon to write letters of recommendation for
students and colleagues. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974 brought many changes and additional rulings in the areas of
affirmative action and equal opportunity which impact not only upon the
holders of those letters (such as the Office of University Placement
Services), but also upon those of you who serve as reference writers.
In response to questions we have received in the placement office from
faculty and staff concerning the format for reference letters, we would like
to offer this possible model for those who are unsure about the information
to be included in a letter of reference.
·
First, indicate how you met the individual; how well you know him/her and
what the nature of your relationship, professional or personal, has been. For
exampfe: "I have had the opportunity to have Nancy Jones in two of my
graduate statistics classes at Bowling Green State University. In addition,
Nancy has worked as a graduate assistant in the Office of Educational
Research and Services for approximately two years."
A second paragraph usually describes the academic or career growth of
the individual and indicates the kinds of work and issues that are most
important to him or her in professional life. For example: "Nancy has
always been a highly motivatad and extremely well-organized person as
indicated by the seriousness with which she approaches her graduate
study, resulting in high academic achievement, and also the thoroughness
with which she completes her work at the Office of Educational Research
and Services. She is well on her way to becoming an excellent educational
researcher."
A third paragraph might review the person's principal scholarly
achievements so far, and your estimation of future promise at this point. A 1
specific paragraph on his/her abilities and strengths might be appropriate.
For example: "Her analytical and logical approach to problem-solving has
expedited the various master's level as well as doctoral level researcll
projects which our office handles. In several instances, her unique insight
and inquisitive nature have resulted in more efficient and effective use of
material and human resources. Over the last nine months she has become
even more intimately involved in the research of various faculty members on
campus. She has demonstrated a strong ability to program, using SPSS,
FORTRAN, COBOL, as well as other languages, which has made her
invaluable to our office operations."
Another paragraph touches on personal dimensions, such as what kind of
colleague the person makes, how he or she gets along with others, whether
he or she has a good sense of humor, and whether he or she is reliable and
responsible. If appropriate, you might want to detail problems or
weaknesses. For example: "Nancy combines a cheerful personality with a
serious demeanor which enables her to interact positively and productively
with a variety of individuals whether they be graduate students, faculty
members, administrators or other researchers. She is extremely dependable
and has demonstrated her sense of responsibility by assisting others who
may be having difficulty in terms of their research. She is a flexible
individual who is eager to learn and likes the challenge of new situations."
The final paragraph sums up what you find to be outstanding about the
individual. Explain any difficulties mentioned and try to assess that person
as a future contributor to the field. You might compare him/her with others
of a similar background and goals and offer to provide further information.
For example: "Her analytical approach and inquisitive nature, as well as her
outstanding ability, I believe, will provide a firm foundation for her growth in
the field of educational research. She has already indicated the ability to
work effectively with the hardware technology as well as the technical
expertise needed in our field. As I look at other graduate students, Nancy
stands tar above those individuals. I will be more than delighted to provide
further information. Please feel free to contact me at the following
telephone number: - - - . "
The Office of Placement Services urges you to avoid making direct
comments about age, color, creed, disability, national origin/ancestry, race,
religion, sex and conviction record. There are specific laws which might
result in your being liable for violation of such statutes.
We all want to make sure students and colleagues haye the benefit of
your candid opinions, but we also want to ensure that no one finds
himself/herself involved in any unnecessary lawsuits. We encourage you to
contact the Office of Placement Services with your questions pertaining to
writing letters of recommendation.

Faculty, staff invited on two alumni trips
If you have vacation time and the
money to spare, the Alumni
Association wants you to "come
along" on some special tours being
offered this July and August.
On July 15 the Bowling Green
group will depart for a Swiss Bavaria
vacation. Those who travel with the
group will have the option of
spending one or two weeks in
Switzerland, Bavaria and Austria.

PUT IT IN WRITING. MONITOR continues to accept "opinions to the editor" for publication in a weekly "Commentary" section.
Commentaries which introduce a new topic for campus dialogue will be accepted in the range of 500-800
words. Subsequent commentaries submitted in
response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
All commentaries submitted for publication must be
signed and typed, double-spaced. Letters must be
mitted no later than 5 p.m. each Tuesday to ensure
publication in the following Monday's MONITOR.

On Aug. 17 the alumni group will
leave for a 12-day Legendary Passage
tour to Switzerland, France, Germany
and Holland.
Information on both trips, including
prices for the various options, is
available by contacting the alumni
office at 372-2701.
The tours are open to any-one,
regardless of University affiliation.

Professional codes of conduct and
Weapon" by William Aiken of
efforts to regulate the professions
Chatham Cellege In Pittsburgh, Pa.
will be among topics examined during
National economic priorities will be
a "Social Policy and Conflict
the subject of the 2·5 p.m. session
Friday that will be chaired by Fred
Resolution" conference Friday and
Saturday (May 4-5) on campus.
Miller, philosophy. During this portion
Thirteen invited philosophers will
of the conference James Sterba of
give their perspectives on a number
the University of Notre Dame will
of social policy issues, including how discuss "Social Welfare vs. National
justice may be preserved under
Defense" and Edmund Byrne of
conditions of increasing scarcity;
Indiana University's Indianapolis
choosing between social welfare and
campus will talk on "Displaced
national defense as a federal budget
Workers: America's Unpaid Debt."
priority; strategies for identifying and
When the conference resumes at 9
addressing value conflicts and
a.m. Saturday (May 5), the topic will
possible environmental impacts of
be strategies for conflict resolution.
Onora O'Neill of the University of
a1ternative conflict resolution
strategies.
Essex in Britain will discuss "How to
Each of the five planned sessions
Individuate a Moral Problem," while
at the conference will be held in the
Bill Puka of the Rensselaer
Community Suite of the University
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.. will
Union and will feature informal
. speak on ''The Savings Approach to
presentations by the guest speakers
Social Conflict." The third speaker,
followed by open discussion periods.
Tom Regan of North Carolina ::state
The keynote speaker at the
University, will discuss en.,,ironmental
conference will be R.G. Frey, an
values and conflict resolution.
American who is a senior lecturer in
Suzanne Crawford, affirmative action,
will serve as chair.
philosophy at the University of
The final session of the conference,
Liverpool. He will discuss his views
scheduled from 2-5 p.m. Saturday, will
on whether all conflicts can indeed
deal with the regulation of the
be rationally resolved during an 8
professions. Presentations will
p.m. session Friday (May 4) chaired
include ''The Evolving Antitrust
by President Olscamp. Donald
Regulation of the Professions" by
Scherer, philosophy, will respond to
Maura O'Brien of the Kennedy
Dr. Frey's remarks.
Institute of Ethics in Washington,
Dr. Frey is a visiting professor in
D.C.; "Limits on the Standards of
the philosophy department this
Private
Associations" by John
semester.
Snapper of the Illinois Institute of
Kendall Baker, dean of arts and
Technology in Chicago, and
sciences, will chair the opening
session of the conference from 9 a.m. "Professional Associations and
Public Issues" by Robert Strikwerda
to noon Friday. Devoted to the topic
of the University of Wisconsin at La
of justice and scarcity; the session
Crosse. Thomas Attig, philosophy,
will feature presentations on "The
will chair the session.
Concept of Justice and Conflict
Sponsored by the philosophy
Resolution" by Henry West of
department, the event is the sixth
Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn.;
annual conference to focus on the
"Social Philosophy, National
application of philosophical reflection
Socialism and the Scarcity Society"
to value conflicts of national and
by George Stein of Miami University,
international significance.
and "Ethics and Using Food as a

Summer pay policy set for classified staff
The following information will serve
as a guideline for full-time classified
employees who do not work a regular
40-hour week during the summer
months because of furlough or the
optional "Special Leaves" program.
Furloughed employees are defined
as those leaving full-time employment
status at the University for more than
one week during the summer months
due to lack of work in their assigned
area.
1. Each area is responsible for
notifying the Office of Personnel
Support Services by way of a
memorandum of all employees being
furloughed. This memo must include
the beginning and ending dates of the
furlough. If the beginning or ending
dates of the furlough fall within a
payweek, a time report sheet must be
submitted showing hours not worked
as either Leave Without Pay (LWOP),
Vacation or Comp Time Used.
2. If an employee returns to work
during the time of the furlough,
he/she must complete a time report .
sheet indicating budget/cost numbers
to be charged and the actual hours
worked, even if it is 40 regular hours
(indicate these hours in the "Other"
column). If no time report sheet is
turned in, naturally the employee will
not be paid because technically
he/she is-on furlough.
3. If an employee being furloughed
wishes to be paid for accumulated

vacation and/or comp time during the
furlo1.1gh, a time report sheet should
be submitted indicating the hours for
which pay is desired. After the
vacation and/or comp time have been
used, each area will notify the
personnel office by memorandum of
the beginning and ending dates of the
furlough for these people.
4. If a regular full·time employee is
working only a partial work week
during the summer, LWOP should be
used for all hours in the week not
worked. If the employee's rate of pay
changes during the summer months,
payroll will be informed by the
personnel office of that change.
All classified staff wishing to take
advantage of the "Special Leaves"
program offered by the University for
the summer must file an approved
"Special Leaves" form with the
personnel office. Those people must
then complete a time report sheet
every week showing the hours not
worked in the LWOP column.
Note that during the weeks of a
holiday (May 30 and July 4), staff are
paid only eight hours of holiday pay,
and work schedules/time report forms
may need to be adjusted for that
hour. The 11ayroll office will
automatically provide holiday pay for
all employees.
Questions about the above policy
should be directed to the payroll
office, 372-2201.

LAST CHANCE FOR SURPWS. The Pike Street
Warehouse will be open three days this week to allow
representatives from offices and departments one last
chance before the annual spring auction to select from
University surplus.
Surplus will be displayed on Wednesday (May 2) from
9:3~11 am.; Thursday (May 3) from 1-3 p.m., and Friday (May 4) from 9:30-11 am. and 1:30-3 p.m.
Any items left after May 4 will be commi~ for the
May 16 auction.

CELEBRATION. The women's studies program will
celebrate women's studies scholarship during the past
Monday (April 30) is also the last day for any offices
and departments to declare items as surplus and have
them included among the auction fare. A portion of the
money obtained through the auction of iU:ms ~ be
returned to the contributing department if pnor arrangements are made with inventory management.
Contact inventory management, 372-2121, to arrange for pick-up of surplus items.

year at a reception from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Friday (May 4)
in the Alumni Room in the University Union.
During the reception. open to the campus community, scholars from the University community who _have
recently contributed to the growth of published
material for and about women will be recognized.
In addition to the Friday "Celebration," the women's
studies program will arrange an exhibit in the lobby of
the University Union during the week April 30-May 4.
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Datebook
Wednesday, May 2

Ezhlblts
Student Art ShOw, through May 4, Fine
Arts Gallery, School of Art. Gallery hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5
p.m. Sundays. Many of the works
displayed are available for purchase.
"Paint and Poetry: An Honors Thesis
Exhibition" by senior honors student
Jeanne Lyons, through May 4, Alumni
Center Gallery. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays.
Mixed media exhibition by graduate
student Amie Ollver, through May 3,
McFall Center Gallery. Gallery hours are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
on Sunday. Free.

Monday, April 30
Auditions for "Fiddler on the Roof,"
University Theater summer production, 7
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. For more information call
372-2181.
Action and poetry readings by Tim
Belden, Suzan Justice and Kyle Beatty,
7:30 p.m., Commuter Center Lounge,
Moseley Basement.
"The Storming of the Citadel," Modern
European Fiim Serles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an Internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
May 7, 1983
s-1-1

Account Clan 1
Pay Range4
Academic Area Budgets
Temporary position to 1211/84

5-7-2

• Account Clerk 1
Pay Range4
Bursar's Office

5-7-4

•Programmer Analyst 1
Pay Range 28
Computer Services

5-7-5

Purchasing Agent 2
Pay Range30
Purchasing

5-7-6

Clertcal Spec11llat
Pay Range 25
Office of Registration and
Temporary part-time

Administrative Staff Council, 1:30 p.m.,
Town Room, University Union.
"All Systems Go!," a multi-media
production, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Free.

~

Last day of classes.

"Intermediate Targets for Monetary
Policy," a lecture by John Carlson,
research department, Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland, 2:30 p.m., 301
Education Bldg. Free. The lecture is part
of the Economics Colloquium Series.
Reception to honor women's studies
scholarship, 3:30 p.m., Alumni Room,
University Union.
Creative writing graduate students
James DeCrescentls and Michael Karl
Ritchie will read from their works, 8 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union. Free.
Mortar Board Scholarship Ball, open to
faculty, staff and student ticketholders,
8:30 p.m., Grand Ballroom, University
Union. Admission $20 per couple for
faculty and $10 per couple for students.
"All Systems Go!," a multi-media
production, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Free.

Saturday, May 5

Broadcasting Technician 3
Pay Range9
Television Services

Records

Thursday, May 3

frlday, ¥ay 4

Tuesday, May 1

5-7-3

Claulfled Staff AdYlsory Committee
Brown Bag Lunch, open discussion among
staff, noon, Northeast Commons. Bring a
lunch or buy a sandwich In the Commons.
Undergraduate Council, 1:30-3 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union.
Claulfled Staff AdYlsory Committee, 2-4
p.m., Conference Room, Plant Operations
and Maintenance Bldg., Poe Road.
"Vietnam: Framework for Analysis," a
lecture by Col. Harry G. Summers of the
U.S. Army War College, 3:30 p.m., 210
Math-Science Bldg. Sponsored by the
history and aerospace studies
departments. Free.
"The Shape of Tomorrow," lecture by
Gene Roddenberry, creator of "Star Trek,"
sponsored by UAO and other
organizations, 7 p.m., Grand Ballroom,
University Union. Admission $1.
Tuba Ensemble, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hail, Moore Musical Arts Center.

,,,,.

10 Kilometer Race and Fun Run
sponsored by the Easter Seal Society and
Modem Woodman, Doyt Perry Field.
Entrance fee $6 for race, $2 for fun run.

Sanday, May 6
"Choral Extravaganza," featuring A
Cappella Choir, Collegiate Chorale,
Colleglates, Men's Chorus, Women's
Chorus and Folk Ensemble, 3 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
"The Musical Offering, BWV. 1079,"
Bach work presented by a harpsichordist,
flutist, cellist and violinist, 8 p.m~ Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
"All Systems Go!," a multi-media
production, 3 pm., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Free.

faculty /Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Accounting and MIS: Instructor. Contact Ronald Hartley (2-0351). Deadllne: Open
Art Assistant/associate professor. Contact Maurice Sevigny (2-2786). Deadllne: May 1,
1984
.
Engllah: Instructor (three positions). Contact Lester Barber (2-2576). Deadllnes: May
16, 1984
0w· h
Library: Assistant dean of llbrarles and learning resources. Contact
1g t .
.
Burlingame (2-2856). Deadline: May 4, 1984. Also, music cataloger. Contact Gail Jumon
(2-2106). Deadline: June 15, 1984
~llosophy: ~_ssistant professor. Contact Jeffrey Paul (2-2680). Deadline: May 16, 1984

The following administrative staff positions are available:

Athletlca: Assistant director, athletic development. Contact chair, Search and
Screening Committee (2-2401). Deadllne: May 17, 1984. Also, assistant director, Summer

Sports School/assistant soccer coach. Contact Gary Palmisano (2-2401). Deadllne: May
31, 1984
Instructional Media Center: Layout and paste-up. Contact Glenn Daniels (2-2881).
Deadline: May 1, 1984
Student Affairs: Director, of-campus housing. Contact Susan Caldwell (2-2558).
Deadllne: May 18, 1984

ClassiRed Staff
Advisory Council
Membership on the Classified Staff
Advisory Committee was increased to
21, to include a representative from
the Firelands campus, at the April 18
meeting of the CSAC.
A member from Firelands will be
solicited for a three-year term to
begin in September.
To accommodate the new
representative, the CSAC charter was
revised so that representatives will
now be chosen from academic
affairs, Firelands, operations,
planning and budgeting, the
president's office, student affairs,
University relations and permanent
part-time employees.
Also amended in the charter was
the requirement that a quorum be
present at regular business meetings.
That requirement now stands as
simple majority.
The charter and by-laws will be

Here's who to call
Classified staff are encouraged
to contact members of the
Classified Staff Advisory
Committee at any time with their
concerns. The committee can be
addressed through Lois Silvieus,
secretary, college student
personnel department, Education
Building.
Current members include David
Maley, chair (food operations),
372-2781;
Alice Hagemeyer, vice chair
(budgets and capital planning),
372-0491;
Lois Silvieus, secretary (college
student personnel), 372-0151, ext.
204;
Sharon Biggins, food operations,
372-2563;
Linda Canterbury, athletics,
372-2401;
Beverly Cope, international
programs, 372-2247;
John Donohoe, Union, 372-0071;
Irene Farr, library, 372-2362;
Betty Firsdon, plant operations
and maintenance, 372-2251, ext.
218;
Sharon Franklin, planning and
budgeting, 372-0262;
Linda Glomski, journalism,
372-2076;
Iva Hillard, plant operations and
maintenance, 372-2162;
Lois Howe, plant operations and
maintenance, 372-2251, ext. 221;
Kathy Phillips, inventory
management, 372-2121;
Christine Sexton, VOBGU-TV,
372-0121;
Gloria Sponsler, alumni and
development, 372-2701;
John Spoores, plant operations
and maintenance, 372-2251, ext.
223;
Charlotte Starnes, public safety,
372-2346;
Sharon Stuart, health center,
372-2276;
Diane Whitmire, public relations,
372-2716.
Meetings are regularly scheduled
from 2-4 p.m. the third Wednesday
of each month unless that date
falls during a recess of classes.
Key topics on the agenda will be
published in MONITOR prior to
each meeting.
Anyone interested in attending a
meeting to listen to discussion or
to address the committee should
make arrangements by contacting
Silvieus· at 372-0151, ext. 204.

reorganized for publication in
September by a committee chaired by
Sharon Stuart, health services.
It was noted that revisions also are
being prepared for the Classified
Staff Handbook. Those revisions will
be presented for approval by the
Board of Trustees in May.
The committee was notified by Karl
Vogt, vice president for operations,
that the recommendation to waive the
50-cent personal check cashing fee
on campus for faculty, contract anr.t
r.lassified staff has been denied.
It was noted that the University
must pay a bank-imposed charge to
process those checks and the 50-cent
fee assessed employees does not
even cover that cost.
In other business it was reported
that the task force negotiating added
benefits for permanent part-time
employees is continuing its
discussions with Dr. Vogt and the
Office of Personnel Support Services.
Diane Whitmire, public relations,
chairs that committee.
A task force chaired by Betty
Firsdon, plant operations and
maintenance, also is beginning its
study of work incentives. In addition
to Firsdon, that committee includes
Charlotte Starnes, public safety;
Carolyn Keefe, continuing education;
Bonnie Lawrence, custodial services,
and Ed Fahler, plant operations and
maintenance. Anyone with ideas for
work incentives should contact
Firsdon at 372-2251, ext. 218.
The next meeting of the CSAC will
be Wednesday (May 2) from 2-4 p.m.
in the conference room at the Plant
Operations and Maintenance Building
on Poe Road. The main topic for
discussion will be the current
grievance procedure.
That same day at noon the CSAC
will host its monthly brown bag lunch
in the Northeast Commons. The lunch
will be an open discussion with CSAC
members and all classified staff who
attend. This will be the last brown
bag lunch until fall.

WICI recognizes
Edmonds, Jankowski
A faculty member in the School of
Journalism and a University vice
president have been cited for their
accomplishments by the campus
chapter of Women in
Communications Inc.
Laurence Jankowski, journalism,
was presented the 1984 Outstanding
Faculty Member in Communications
Award by the chapter in recognition
of his work with students and his
production of a new series of
documentaries, entitled "Geos,"
about America's national parks.
Mary Edmonds, vice president for
student affairs, received the 1984
Award for Contributions to the
Improvement of the Status of Women.
She was recognized for her work on
various committees concerned with
making the University community
more responsive to the needs of
minorities and women, and for her
personal concern for the welfare of
women students, faculty and staff on
campus.
Students in the chapter also
presented a citation to Denise Tr:auth,
radio-television-film, in appreciation
of her work and support as faculty
adviser of the group.
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Senate adopts amended
role, mission statement
A new "Statement on the Role and
Mission of the University" was
adopted by Faculty Senate at its May
1 meeting.
The statement remains basically
the same as that prepared by the
Committee on the Role and Mission
of the University, chaired by Arthur
Neal, sociology. Before approving
that report, however, Senate
succeeded in adding two goals to the
mission.
To address the concerns of faculty
who indicated that the statement
centered too much around improving
graduate education at the University,
·a goal was added "TO MAINTAIN
AND ENHANCE THE EXCELLENCE
OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION,
WHICH IS AND SHOULD REMAIN
THE CORNERSTONE OF THE
INSTITUTION. To keep pace with
innovations in education,
departments should review their
curricula to ensure that they offer a
clearly defined sequence of courses
with clearly defined goals, contents
and methodologies; the general
education skills should be integrated
into this experience. We should
consider offering more problem and
value centered teaching, more
seminar classes, introductions to the
major, and capstone experiences. The
University should also consider
mandatory advising. It should
consider increased support for
special programs, which may require
finding funding models other than the
often restrictive SCH driven system."
It was noted in the Senate
discussion that the addition of the
goal to enhance the excellence of
undergraduate education parallels a
similar goal in the statement, ''TO
IMPROVE AND ENHANCE THE
STRONG GRADUATE PROGRAMS
THAT ALREADY EXIST ON CAMPUS."
Senate also approved the addition
of a goal to Increase the amount of
money available for financial aid and
scholarships tO academically
qualified students.
Members defeated an attempt to
add to the content of the stated goal
''to develop, maintain and recognize
effectiveness and excellence In
teaching" by providing "a significant
commitment of resources for
continued faculty development. An
educational resources center should
be staffed with full-time personnel
who possess recognized expertise in
areas of faculty development and
grant acquisition."
In defeating the motion to add to
that goal, members noted the
amended content contained specifics
for implementation not found
elsewhere In the report.
Prior to the Senate vote on the role
and mission statement several
members voiced their concern that
the faculty as a whole had not had
the opportunity to review the report
and express their opinions to
senators before the vote was taken. A
motion to table action on the
statement until the May 8 Senate
meeting was defeated. Following the
vote, a motion to submit the
document to the faculty at large for
their endorsement also was defeated.
President Olscamp indicated to the
Senate that he would not take the
statement to the Board of Trustees
for Its consideration until after faculty
and representatives of other

constituencies have had the
op.portunity to comment to Dr. Neal
on the report.
The roll call vote on approval of the
mission statement was 61 affirmative;
one negative; two abstentions.
Copies of the statement are
available in the Senate office.
In other business Senate raised the
question of differential distribution of
merit monies, returning the issue to
committee for clarification before
Senate takes a formal stand.
A motion was approved that the
60/40 across-the-board/merit division
of the salary pool approved by the
Senate beginning with the 1984-85
contract year be interpreted so that
all faculty be guaranteed a 60 percent
across-the-board increment. The
question on interpretation was raised
in a previous meeting when President
Olscamp indicated he believed
Senate had approved a minimum 40
percent merit pool.
Senate also approved a resolution
submitted by the Senate Executive
Committee in response to a petition
from faculty that the "Senate should
study the BGSU solicitation policy
and its applicability to and impact on
the BGSU faculty and propose any
recommendations deemed
Continued on page 4

· Prior to delivering the second Hollis A. Moore President's Lecture April
26, Karl Menninger (center), one of the nation's foremost psychiatrists,
chatted with Marian Moore (right). wife of the late University president, and
Lawrence J. Friedman (left), history, who is writing a book on the history of
the Menninger Clinic. Menninger's lecture, entitled "Man Against Himself,"
was based on his now-classic text on suicide published during the 1930s.
The 90-year-old psychiatrist, who has studied the self-destructive tendencie!fi
of humans throughout his career, described the U.S.-SOviet nuclear arms
race a~ a "plan of mutual suicide that goes on like a form of mental
illness." He warned that the American public's nonchalance about the
potential for annlhilat1:m is self-destructive. Menninger told his audience in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center that "national selfdestruction is going on with your participation" and urged that action be
taken to prevent what he termed "mass suicide." Nuclear war, he said, need
not be inevitable. "There is always hope; In a hopeless situation Is when
you need hope most." Dr. Menninger also indicated his personal loss at
never having met Dr. Moore.

Senate document sets 25 University goals
Twenty-five goals aimed at helping
the University "establish an identity
among the academically
distinguished universities of this
country" are presented in the role and
mission statement adopted May 1 by
the Faculty Senate.
The statement sets goals in three
general areas: constituencies,
academic programs, and faculty and
resources.
As approved by Senate, those goals
are as follows for the various
constituencies:
1. To become the first choice of
Ohio high school students with the
highest academic qualifications.
2. To increase the amount of
money available for financial aid and
scholarships for academically
qualified students.
3. To increase the number of
minority students who enroll and
graduate from the University.
4. To recruit a substantially larger
number of foreign students.
5. To attract Increasing numbers of
students from out of state.
6. To increase substantially the
number of graduate students over the
next 10 years.
7. To attract on .a yearly basis an
increasing number of non-traditional
students and to respond appropriately
to their levels of preparation,
experience, needs and Interests.
8. To make educational programs,
services and the professional
expertise of the faculty available to governmental agencies, business
firms and other organizations, groups
and individuals.
In the area of academic programs
the following goals have been set:
1. To maintain and enhance the
excellence of undergraduate
education.
2. To provide undergraduate

students with a "practical liberal
education."
3. To offer professional degree
programs.
4. To provide students an education
with International and intercultural
dimensions.
5. To create an environment which
will uphold, promote and instill
multicultural values in students,
faculty and staff.
6. To provide the personalized
qualities of education available at a
small school and the range of
opportunities available at a large one.
7. To Improve and enhance the
strong graduate programs that
already exist on campus.
8. To Initiate new doctoral
programs In selected areas.
9. To Initiate new programs at the
master's level.
10. To support and enhance the
environment In which research takes
place.
In the area of faculty and
resources, the following have been
set as goals:
1. To develop, maintain and
recognize effectiveness and
excellence in teaching.
2. To mobilize and enhance the
research and scholarly productivity of
the faculty.
3. To recruit the most creative and
productive faculty possible.
4. To maximize the creative
productivity and teaching
effectiveness of the faculty.
5. To continue to upgrade and
maintain library, equipment,
laboratory and other resources
necessary for teaching and research.
6. To significantly increase the
level of external funding for research
and education.
7. To affirm the principles of

academic freedom and faculty
governance.
In the role and mission statement
epilogue it Is noted that the goals do
not "suggest a radical departure from
the traditional goals of the University.
Instead, the concern has been to
translate abstract and traditional
goals Into more specific, pollcyoriented directions. Many of the goals
are attainable through effective
management of existing resources.
Other goals will require expanding the
financial baSe of the University. In the
case of graduate programs., the
funding formula established by the
Ohio .Board of Regents provides
significant opportunrtles for
expansion and development. In other
cases, creative administrative
leadership will be required for
attaining desired goals."
A final rote and mission document
must be approved by the Board of
Trustees.

Memorial Day to be
observed May 30
Wednesday, May 30, is- Memorial
Day, a holiday for all University
employees.
Classes, however, will meet as
usual on that day.
Only offices which absolutely must
remain open should be staffed, and
then only at minimal levels. Classified
staff required to work will receive, in
addition to holiday pay, special
compensation for time worked
according to holiday pay procedures.
Because of the holiday, the work
hours for Friday, June 1, will be 7:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. This schedule will
provide full-time classified staff with
32 hours of work and eight hours of
holiday pay for the week of May 28.

..........
•

